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Abstract
We study properties of Sobolev-type metrics on the space of immersed plane curves. We show that
the geodesic equation for Sobolev-type metrics with constant coefﬁcients of order 2 and higher is
globally well-posed for smooth initial data as well as for initial data in certain Sobolev spaces. Thus
the space of closed plane curves equipped with such a metric is geodesically complete. We ﬁnd
lower bounds for the geodesic distance in terms of curvature and its derivatives.
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1. Introduction
Sobolev-type metrics on the space of plane immersed curves were independently
introduced in [7, 17, 24]. They are used in computer vision, shape classiﬁcation,
and tracking, mainly in the form of their induced metric on shape space,
which is the orbit space under the action of the reparameterization group.
See [14, 23] for applications of Sobolev-type metrics and [2, 18] for an overview
of their mathematical properties. Sobolev-type metrics were also generalized to
immersions of higher-dimensional manifolds in [4, 5].
It was shown in [18] that the geodesic equation of a Sobolev-type metric of
order n > 1 is locally well-posed, and this result was extended in [4] to a larger
class of metrics and immersions of arbitrary dimension. The main result of this
c  The Author(s) 2014. The online version of this article is published within an Open Access environment subject to the conditions of the
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paper is to show global well-posedness of the geodesic equation for Sobolev-type
metrics of order n > 2 with constant coefﬁcients. In particular, we prove the
following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. Let n > 2, and let the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ be given by
Gc.h;k/ D
Z
S1
n X
jD0
ajhD
j
sh; D
j
skids;
with aj > 0 and a0;an 6D 0. Given initial conditions .c0;u0/ 2 T Imm.S1;R2/,
the solution of the geodesic equation
@t
 
n X
jD0
. 1/
jajjc
0jD
2j
s ct
!
D  
a0
2
jc
0jDs.hct;ctiv/
C
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCj ak
2
jc
0jDs.hD
2k j
s ct; D
j
sctiv/
for the metric G with initial values .c0;u0/ exists for all time.
Here, Imm.S1;R2/ denotes the space of all smooth, closed, plane curves with
nowhere zero tangent vectors; this space is open in C1.S1;R2/. We assume that
c 2 Imm.S1;R2/ and h, k are vector ﬁelds along c, ds D jc0jd is the arc length
measure, Ds D .1=jc0j/@ is the derivative with respect to arc length, v D c0=jc0j is
the unit length tangent vector to c, and h;i is the Euclidean inner product on R2.
Thus, if G is a Sobolev-type metric of order at least 2, then the Riemannian
manifold .Imm.S1;R2/;G/ is geodesically complete. If the Sobolev-type metric
is invariant under the reparameterization group Diff.S1/, the induced metric
on shape space Imm.S1;R2/=Diff.S1/ is also geodesically complete. The latter
space is an inﬁnite-dimensional orbifold; see [17, 2.5 and 2.10].
Theorem 1.1 seems to be the ﬁrst result about geodesic completeness on
manifolds of mappings outside the realm of diffeomorphism groups and
manifolds of metrics. In the ﬁrst paragraph of [9, p. 140], a proof is sketched that
a right invariant Hs-metric on the group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms
on a compact manifold M is geodesically complete if s > dim.M/=2 C 1. In
[25], there is an implicit result that a group of diffeomorphisms constructed
from a reproducing kernel Hilbert space of vector ﬁelds whose reproducing
kernel is at least C1 is geodesically complete. For a certain metric on a group
of diffeomorphisms on Rn with C1 kernel, geodesic completeness is shown in
[19, Theorem 2]. Metric completeness and existence of minimizing geodesicsGeodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 3
have also been studied on the diffeomorphism group in [6]. The manifold of all
Riemannian metrics with ﬁxed volume form is geodesically complete for the
L2-metric (also called the Ebin metric).
Sobolev-type metrics of order 1 are not geodesically complete, since it is
possible to shrink a circle to a point along a geodesic in ﬁnite time; see [18,
Section 6.1]. Similarly, a Sobolev metric of order 2 or higher with both a0;
a1 D 0 is a geodesically incomplete metric on the space Imm.S1;R2/=Tra of
plane curves modulo translations. In this case, it is possible to blow up a circle
along a geodesic to inﬁnity in ﬁnite time; see Remark 5.7.
In order to prove long-time existence of geodesics, we need to study properties
of the geodesic distance. In particular, we show the following theorem regarding
continuity of curvature  and its derivatives.
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a Sobolev-type metric of order n > 2 with constant
coefﬁcients, and let dist
G be the induced geodesic distance. If 0 6 k 6 n 2, then
the functions
D
k
s./
p
jc0j V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
2.S
1;R/
D
kC1
s .logjc
0j/
p
jc0j V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
2.S
1;R/
are continuous and Lipschitz continuous on every metric ball.
A similar statement can be derived for the L1-continuity of curvature and its
derivatives; see Remark 4.9.
The full proof of Theorem 1.1 is surprisingly complicated. One reason is that
we have to work on the Sobolev completion (always with respect to the original
parameter  in S1) of the space of immersions in order to apply results on ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) on Banach spaces. Here, the operators (and their
inverses and adjoints) acquire nonsmooth coefﬁcients. Since we we want the
Sobolev order to be as low as possible, the geodesic equation involves H n; see
Section 3.3. Eventually, we use that the metric operator has constant coefﬁcients.
We have to use estimates with precise constants which are uniformly bounded on
metric balls.
In [4], the authors studied Sobolev metrics on immersions of higher-
dimensional manifolds. One might hope that similar methods to those used
in this article can be applied to show the geodesic completeness of the spaces
Imm.M; N/ with M compact and .N; N g/ a suitable Riemannian manifold.
Crucial ingredients in the proof for plane curves are the Sobolev inequalities in
Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15 with explicit constants, which only depend on the curve
through the length. The lack of such inequalities for general M will one of the
factors complicating life in higher dimensions.M. Bruveris et al. 4
2. Background material and notation
2.1. The space of curves. The space
Imm.S
1;R
2/ D fc 2 C
1.S
1;R
2/ V c
0./ 6D 0g
of immersions is an open set in the Fr´ echet space C1.S1;R2/ with respect to the
C1-topology, and thus itself is a smooth Fr´ echet manifold. The tangent space of
Imm.S1;R2/ at the point c consists of all vector ﬁelds along the curve c. It can be
described as the space of sections of the pullback bundle cTR2,
Tc Imm.S
1;R
2/ D  .c
TR
2/ D
8
> > <
> > :
h V
TR2


S1 c //
h
==
R2
9
> > =
> > ;
:
In our case, since the tangent bundle TR2 is trivial, it can also be identiﬁed with
the space of R2-valued functions on S1,
Tc Imm.S
1;R
2/  D C
1.S
1;R
2/:
For a curve c 2 Imm.S1;R2/, we denote the parameter by  2 S1 and
differentiation @ by 0, i.e., c0 D @c. Since c is an immersion, the unit-length
tangent vector v D c0=jc0j is well deﬁned. Rotating v by =2, we obtain the unit-
length normal vector n D Jv, where J is rotation by =2. We will denote by
Ds D @=jcj the derivative with respect to arc length and by ds D jcjd the
integration with respect to arc length. To summarize, we have
v D Dsc; n D Jv; Ds D
1
jcj
@; ds D jcjd:
The curvature can be deﬁned as
 D hDsv;ni;
and we have the Frenet equations
Dsv D n
Dsn D  v:
The length of a curve will be denoted by `c D
R
S1 1ds. We deﬁne the turning angle
 V S1 ! R=2Z of a curve c by v./ D .cos./;sin.//. Then curvature is
given by  D Ds.Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 5
2.2. Variational formulas. We will need formulas that express how the
quantities v, n, and  change if we vary the underlying curve c. For a smooth
map F from Imm.S1;R2/ to any convenient vector space (see [13]), we denote
by
Dc;hF D
d
dt
  

tD0
F.c C th/
the variation in the direction h.
The proof of the following formulas can be found, for example, in [18].
Dc;hv D hDsh;nin H) Dc;h D hDsh;ni
Dc;hn D  hDsh;niv
Dc;h D hD
2
sh;ni   2hDsh;vi
Dc;h
 
jc
0j
k
D k hDsh;vijc
0j
k:
With these basic building blocks, one can use the following lemma to compute
the variations of higher derivatives.
LEMMA 2.3. If F is a smooth map F V Imm.S1;R2/ ! C1.S1;Rd/, then the
variation of the composition Ds  F is given by
Dc;h.Ds  F/ D Ds.Dc;hF/   hDsh;viDsF.c/:
Proof. The operator @ is linear, and thus it commutes with the derivative with
respect to c. Thus we have
Dc;h.Ds  F/ D Dc;h.jc
0j
 1@F.c//
D jc
0j
 1@.Dc;hF/ C .Dc;h jc
0j
 1/@F.c/
D Ds.Dc;hF/   hDsh;vijc
0j
 1@F.c/
D Ds.Dc;hF/   hDsh;vi DsF.c/:
2.4. Sobolev norms. In this paper, we will only consider Sobolev spaces of
integer order. For n > 1, the Hn.d/-norm on C1.S1;Rd/ is given by
kuk
2
Hn.d/ D
Z
S1
juj
2 C j@
n
uj
2 d: (1)
Given c 2 Imm.S1;R2/, we deﬁne the Hn.ds/-norm on C1.S1;Rd/ by
kuk
2
Hn.ds/ D
Z
S1
ju.s/j
2 C jD
n
su.s/j
2 ds: (2)M. Bruveris et al. 6
Note that in (2) integration and differentiation are performed with respect to the
arc length of c, while in (1) the parameter  is used. In particular, the Hn.ds/-
norm depends on the curve c. The norms Hn.d/ and Hn.ds/ are equivalent, but
the constants do depend on c. We prove in Lemma 5.1 that, if c does not vary too
much, the constants can be chosen independently of c.
The L2.d/- and L2.ds/-norms are deﬁned similarly,
kuk
2
L2.d/ D
Z
S1
juj
2 d; kuk
2
L2.ds/ D
Z
S1
juj
2 ds;
and they are related via

u
p
jc0j


L2.d/ D kukL2.ds/. Whenever we write Hn.S1;
Rd/ or L2.S1;Rd/, we always endow them with the Hn.d/- and L2.d/-norms.
For n > 2, we shall denote by
Imm
n.S
1;R
2/ D fc V c 2 H
n.S
1;R
2/;c
0./ 6D 0g
the space of Sobolev immersions of order n. Because of the Sobolev embedding
theorem, see [1], we have H2.S1;R2/ ,! C1.S1;R2/, and thus Imm
n.S1;R2/
is well-deﬁned. We will see in Section 3.2 that the Hn.ds/-norm remains well-
deﬁned if c 2 Imm
n.S1;R2/.
The following result on pointwise multiplication will be used repeatedly. It can
be found, among other places, in [11, Lemma 2.3]. We will in particular use that
k can be negative.
LEMMA 2.5. Let n > 1, and let k 2 Z with jkj 6 n. Then pointwise multiplication
induces a bounded bilinear map.
 V H
n.S
1;R
d/  H
k.S
1;R
d/ ! H
k.S
1;R/; . f;g/ 7! h f;gi:
The last tool that we will need is composition of Sobolev diffeomorphisms. For
n > 1, deﬁne
D
n.S
1/ D f' V ' is C
1-diffeomorphism of S
1 and ' 2 H
n.S
1; S
1/g
to be the group of Sobolev diffeomorphisms. The following lemma can be found
in [11, Theorem 1.2].
LEMMA 2.6. Let n > 2, and let 0 6 k 6 n. Then the composition map
H
k.S
1;R
d/  D
n.S
1/ ! H
k.S
1;R
d/; . f;'/ 7! f  '
is continuous.Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 7
Let n > 2, and ﬁx ' 2 Dn.S1/. Denote by R'.h/ D h ' the composition with
'. From Lemma 2.6, we see that R' is a bounded linear map R' V Hn ! Hn. The
following lemma tells us that the transpose of this map respects Sobolev orders.
LEMMA 2.7. Let n > 2, ' 2 Dn.S1/, and  n 6 k 6 n  1. Then the restrictions
of R
' are bounded linear maps
R

'  H
k.S
1;R
d/ V H
k.S
1;R
d/ ! H
k.S
1;R
d/:
On L2.S1;Rd/, we have the identity R
' 1. f / D R'. f /'0.
Proof. For  n 6 k 6 0, we obtain from Lemma 2.6 that R' is a map R' V H k !
H k, and by L2-duality we obtain that R
' V Hk ! Hk, as required.
Now let 0 6 k 6 n  1, f 2 Hk, and g 2 Hn. We replace ' by ' 1 to simplify
the formulas. By deﬁnition of the transpose,
hR

' 1 f;giH nHn D h f; R' 1 giH nHn
D
Z
S1
h f ./;g.'
 1.//id D
Z
S1
h f .'.//;g./i'
0./d
D h.R' f /'
0;giH pH p:
Thus we obtain R
' 1. f / D R'. f /'0, and using Lemma 2.5 we see that for f 2
Hk we also have R
' 1. f / 2 Hk.
2.8. Notation. We will write
f .A g
if there exists a constant C > 0, possibly depending on A, such that the inequality
f 6 Cg holds.
2.9. Gronwall inequalities. The following version of Gronwall’s inequality
can be found in [22, Theorem 1.3.2] and [12].
THEOREM 2.10. Let A, , and 	 be real continuous functions deﬁned on Ta;bU,
and let  > 0. We suppose that on Ta;bU we have the following inequality:
A.t/ 6 	.t/ C
Z t
a
A.s/.s/ds:M. Bruveris et al. 8
Then
A.t/ 6 	.t/ C
Z t
a
	.s/.s/exp
Z t
s
.u/du

ds
holds on Ta;bU.
We will repeatedly use the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.11. Let A and G be real continuous functions on T0;TU with G >
0, and let  and  be nonnegative constants. We suppose that on T0;TU we have
the inequality
A.t/ 6 A.0/ C
Z t
0
. C A.s//G.s/ds:
Then
A.t/ 6 A.0/ C . C .A.0/ C N/e
N/
Z t
0
G.s/ds
holds in T0;TU with N D
R T
0 G.t/dt.
Proof. Apply the Gronwall inequality with Ta;bU D T0;TU, 	.t/ D
A.0/ C 
R t
0 G.s/ds and .s/ D G.s/, and note that G.s/ > 0 implies R t
s G.u/du 6 N.
2.12. Poincar´ e inequalities. In the later sections it will be necessary to
estimate the Hk.ds/-norm of a function by the Hn.ds/-norm with k < n, as well
as the L1-norm by the Hk.ds/-norm. In particular, we will need to know how the
curve c enters into the estimates. The basic result is the following lemma, which
is adapted from [15, Lemma 18].
LEMMA 2.13. Let c 2 Imm
2.S1;R2/ and let h V S1 ! Rd be absolutely
continuous. Then
sup
2S1

 
h./  
1
`c
Z
S1
h ds

 
 6
1
2
Z
S1
jDshjds:
Proof. Since h.0/ D h.2/, the following equality holds:
h./   h.0/ D
1
2
Z 
0
h
0./d  
Z 2

h
0./d

;
and hence, after integration,
1
`c
Z
S1
h ds   h.0/ D
1
2`c
Z
S1
Z 
0
h
0./d  
Z 2

h
0./d

ds:Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 9
Next, we take the absolute value,

 

1
`c
Z
S1
h ds   h.0/

 
 6
1
2`c
Z
S1
Z 
0
jh
0./jd C
Z 2

jh
0./jd

ds
6
1
2`c
Z
S1
jh
0./jd
Z
S1
1ds D
1
2
Z
S1
jDshjds:
Now, we replace 0 by an arbitrary  2 S1, and repeat the above steps.
This lemma permits us to prove the inequalities that we will use throughout the
remainder of the paper.
LEMMA 2.14. Let c 2 Imm
2.S1;R2/ and h 2 H2.S1;Rd/. Then
 khk2
L1 6
2
`c
khk
2
L2.ds/ C
`c
2
kDshk
2
L2.ds/,
 kDshk2
L1 6
`c
4
kD
2
shk
2
L2.ds/,
 kDshk2
L2.ds/ 6
`2
c
4
kD
2
shk
2
L2.ds/.
Proof. From Lemma 2.13, we obtain the inequality
khkL1 6
1
`c
Z
S1
jhjds C
1
2
Z
S1
jDshjds:
Next, we use .a C b/2 6 2a2 C 2b2 and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
khk
2
L1 6
2
`2
c
Z
S1
jhjds
2
C
1
2
Z
S1
jDshjds
2
6
2
`c
Z
S1
jhj
2 ds

C
`c
2
Z
S1
jDshj
2 ds

;
thus proving the ﬁrst statement. To prove the second statement, we note that R
S1 Dsh ds D 0, and thus, by Lemma 2.13,
kDshkL1 6
1
2
Z
S1
jD
2
shjds:
Hence,
kDshk
2
L1 6
1
4
Z
S1
jD
2
shjds
2
6
`c
4
kD
2
shk
2
L2.ds/:M. Bruveris et al. 10
To prove the third statement, we estimate
kDshk
2
L2.ds/ 6 kDshk
2
L1
Z
S1
1ds 6
`2
c
4
kD
2
shk
2
L2.ds/:
This completes the proof.
The next lemma allows us to estimate the Hk.ds/-norm using a combination of
the L2.ds/- and the Hn.ds/-norms, without introducing constants that depend on
the curve.
LEMMA 2.15. Let n > 2, c 2 Imm
n.S1;R2/, and h 2 Hn.S1;Rd/. Then, for
0 6 k 6 n,
kD
k
shk
2
L2.ds/ 6 khk
2
L2.ds/ C kD
n
shk
2
L2.ds/:
Proof. Let us write Dc and L2.c/ for Ds and L2.ds/ respectively to emphasize
the dependence on the curve c. Since kDk
chkL2.c/ D kDk
c'.h  '/kL2.c'/, we
can assume that c has a constant speed parameterization, i.e., jc0j D `c=2. The
inequality we have to show is
Z 2
0

2
`c
2k 1
jh
.k/./j
2 d 6
Z 2
0
`c
2
jh./j
2 C

2
`c
2n 1
jh
.n/./j
2 d:
Let '.x/ D .2=`c/x. After a change of variables, this becomes
Z `c
0
j.h  '/
.k/.x/j
2 dx 6
Z `c
0
jh  '.x/j
2 C j.h  '/
.n/.x/j
2 dx: (3)
Let f D h  ', and assume w.l.o.g. that f is R-valued. Deﬁne fk.x/ D
` 1=2
c exp.i.2k=`c/x/, which is an orthonormal basis of L2.T0;`cU;R/. Then
f D
P
k2Z b f .k/ fk, and (3) becomes
X
k2Z

2k
`c
2k
jb f .k/j
2 6
X
k2Z
"
1 C

2k
`c
2n#
jb f .k/j
2:
Since for a > 0 we have the inequality ak 6 1Can, the last inequality is satisﬁed,
thus concluding the proof.
An alternative way to estimate the Hk.ds/-norm is given by the following
lemma, which is the periodic version of the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities
(see [20]).Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 11
LEMMA 2.16. Let n > 2, c 2 Imm
n.S1;R2/, and h 2 Hn.S1;Rd/. Then, for
0 6 k 6 n,
kD
k
shkL2.ds/ 6 khk
1 k=n
L2.ds/kD
n
shk
k=n
L2.ds/:
If c 2 Imm
2.S1;R2/, the inequality also holds for n D 0;1.
2.17. The geodesic equation on weak Riemannian manifolds. Let V be
a convenient vector space, M  V an open subset, and G a possibly weak
Riemannian metric on M. Denote by N L V T M ! .T M/0 the canonical map
deﬁned by
Gc.h;k/ D h N Lch;kiT M;
with c 2 M, h;k 2 TcM, and with h;iT M denoting the canonical pairing between
.T M/0 and T M. We also deﬁne Hc.h;h/ 2 .TcM/0 via
Dc;mGc.h;h/ D hHc.h;h/;miT M;
with Dc;m denoting the directional derivative at c in direction m. In fact, H is a
smooth map,
H V T M ! .T M/
0; .c;h/ 7! .c; Hc.h;h//:
With these deﬁnitions we can state how to calculate the geodesic equation.
LEMMA 2.18. The geodesic equation – or equivalently the Levi–Civita covariant
derivative – on .M;G/ exists if and only if
1
2Hc.h;h/ .Dc;h N Lc/.h/ is in the image
of N Lc for all .c;h/ 2 T M, and the map
T M ! T M; .c;h/ 7! N L
 1
c

1
2
Hc.h;h/   .Dc;h N Lc/.h/

is smooth. In this case, the geodesic equation can be written as
ct D N L
 1
c p
pt D
1
2
Hc.ct;ct/
or ctt D
1
2
N L
 1
c .Hc.ct;ct/   .@t N Lc/.ct//:
This lemma is an adaptation of the result given in [3, 2.4.1], and the same proof
can be repeated; see also [16, Section 2.4].
3. Sobolev metrics with constant coefﬁcients
In this paper, we will consider Sobolev-type metrics with constant coefﬁcients.
These are metrics of the form
Gc.h;k/ D
Z
S1
n X
jD0
ajhD
j
sh; D
j
skids;M. Bruveris et al. 12
with aj > 0 and a0;an 6D 0. We call n the order of the metric. The metric can
be deﬁned either on the space Imm.S1;R2/ of (C1-)smooth immersions or for
p > n on the spaces Imm
p.S1;R2/ of Sobolev H p-immersions.
3.1. The space of smooth immersions. Let us ﬁrst consider G on the space
of smooth immersions. The metric can be represented via the associated family
of operators, L, which are deﬁned by
Gc.h;k/ D
Z
S1
hLch;kids D
Z
S1
hh; Lckids:
The operator Lc V Tc Imm.S1;R2/ ! Tc Imm.S1;R2/ for a Sobolev metric with
constant coefﬁcients can be calculated via integration by parts, and it is given by
Lch D
n X
jD0
. 1/
jajD
2j
s h:
The operator Lc is self-adjoint, positive, and hence injective. Since Lc is elliptic, it
is Fredholm Hk ! Hk 2n with vanishing index, and thus surjective. Furthermore,
its inverse is smooth as well. We want to distinguish between the operator Lc and
the canonical embedding from Tc Imm into .Tc Imm/0, which we denote by N Lc.
They are related via
N Lch D Lch 
 ds D Lch 
 jc
0jd:
Later, we will simply write N Lch D Lch jc0j, especially when the order of
multiplication and differentiation becomes important in Sobolev spaces.
3.2. The space of Sobolev immersions. Assume that n > 2, and let G be a
Sobolev metric of order n. We want to extend G from the space Imm.S1;R2/ to a
smooth metric on the Sobolev completion Imm
n.S1;R2/. First, we have to look at
the action of the arc length derivative and its transpose (with respect to H0.d/)
on Sobolev spaces. Remember that we always use the Hn.d/-norm on Sobolev
completions. We can write Ds as the composition Ds D 1=jc0j  @, where 1=jc0j
is interpreted as the multiplication operator f 7! .1=jc0j/ f . Its transpose is D
s D
@
  .1=jc0j/ D  @  1=jc0j. These operators are smooth in the following sense.
LEMMA 3.3. Let n > 2 and k 2 Z with jkj 6 n   1. Then the maps
Ds V Imm
n.S
1;R
2/H
kC1.S
1;R
d/!H
k.S
1;R
d/; .c;h/7!DshD
1
jc0j
h
0
D

s V Imm
n.S
1;R
2/H
k.S
1;R
d/!H
k 1.S
1;R
d/; .c;h/7!D

shD  

1
jc0j
h
0
are smooth.Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 13
Proof. For n > 2, the map c 7! 1=jc0j is the composition of the following smooth
maps:
Imm
n.S1;R2/ ! f f V f > 0g  Hn 1.S1;R/ ! Hn 1.S1;R/
c 7! jc0j 7!
1
jc0j
:
Since 1=jc0j 2 Hn 1.S1;R2/, Lemma 2.5 concludes the proof.
Using Lemma 3.3, we see that
Gc.h;h/ D
Z
S1
n X
kD0
akhD
k
sh; D
k
shids
is well deﬁned for .c;h/ 2 T Imm
n.S1;R2/. As the tangent bundle is isomorphic
to T Imm
n.S1;R2/  D Imm
n.S1;R2/  Hn.S1;R2/, we can also write the metric
as
Gc.h;h/ D
*
n X
kD0
ak .D
k
s/
 jc
0j D
k
sh;h
+
H nHn
:
Again we note that jc0j has to be interpreted as the multiplication operator f 7!
jc0j f on the spaces Hk with jkj 6 n   1. Thus the operator N Lc V Hn ! H n is
given by
N Lc D
n X
kD0
ak .D
k
s/
  jc
0j  D
k
s:
While it is tempting to ‘simplify’ the expression for N Lc using the identity
D

s  jc
0j D  jc
0j  Ds;
one has to be careful, since the identity is only valid when interpreted as an
operator Hk ! Hk 1 with  n C 2 6 k 6 n   1. The left-hand side, however,
makes sense also for k D  n C 1. Thus we have the operator
.D
n
s/
  jc
0j V L
2 ! H
 n;
but the domain has to be at least H1 for the operator
. 1/
njc
0j  D
n
s V H
1 ! H
 nC1:
So the expression
N Lch D
n X
kD0
. 1/
kak jc
0j D
2k
s h
is only valid when we restrict N Lc to HnC1, i.e., N Lc V HnC1 ! H nC1.M. Bruveris et al. 14
3.4. The geodesic equation. By Lemma 2.18, we need to calculate Hc.h;h/.
This is achieved in the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.5. Let n > 2, and let G be a Sobolev metric of order n. On Imm
n.S1;
R2/, we have
Hc.h;h/ D  a0 jc
0j Ds.hh;hiv/  
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCjak D

s  .jc
0jhD
2k j
s h; D
j
shiv/:
(4)
On Imm
p.S1;R2/ with p > nC1 as well as Imm.S1;R2/, we have the equivalent
expression,
Hc.h;h/ D

  2hLch; Dshiv   a0hh;hin
C
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCjakhD
2k j
s h; D
j
shin


 ds:
Proof. For k > 1, the variation of the kth arc length derivative is
Dc;mD
k
sh D  
k X
jD1
D
k j
s .hDsm;viD
j
sh/;
and the formula is valid for .c;m/ 2 T Imm
n.S1;R2/ and h 2 H nCk.S1;Rd/. So
Dc;mGc.h;h/ D
Z
S1
n X
kD0
akhD
k
sh; D
k
shihDsm;vijc
0j
C 2
n X
kD1
akhD
k
sh; Dc;mD
k
shijc
0jd
D
*
n X
kD0
ak jc
0jhD
k
sh; D
k
siv; Dsm
+
H nC1Hn 1
  2
n X
kD1
k X
jD1
akhjc
0jD
k
sh; D
k j
s hDsm;viD
j
shiH nCkHn k:
Each term in the second sum is equal to
hjc
0jD
k
sh; D
k j
s hDsm;viD
j
shiH nCkHn k
D h.D
k j
s /
jc
0j D
k
sh;hDsm;viD
j
shiH nCjHn jGeodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 15
D . 1/
k jhjc
0j D
2k j
s h;hDsm;viD
j
shiH nCjHn j
D . 1/
k jhjc
0jhD
2k j
s h; D
j
shiv; DsmiH nC1Hn 1:
So
Hc.h;h/
D
n X
kD0
akD

s  .jc
0jhD
k
sh; D
k
shiv/
  2
n X
kD1
k X
jD1
. 1/
k jakD

s  .jc
0jhD
2k j
s h; D
j
shiv/
D  a0 jc
0jDs.hh;hiv/  
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCjak D

s  .jc
0jhD
2k j
s h; D
j
shiv/:
This proves the ﬁrst formula.
If .c;h/ 2 T Imm
p.S1;R2/ with p > 1, we can commute D
s jc0j D  jc0j Ds
to obtain
Hc.h;h/ D  a0 jc
0jDs.hh;hiv/ C
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCjak jc
0j Ds.hD
2k j
s h; D
j
shiv/:
Parts of the expression simplify as follows:
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCjakDs.hD
2k j
s h; D
j
shi/   a0Ds.hh;hi/
D
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCjak.hD
2k jC1
s h; D
j
shi C hD
2k j
s h; D
jC1
s hi/   2a0hh; Dshi
D
n X
kD1
ak
 
2k 2 X
jD0
. 1/
kCjC1hD
2k j
s h; D
j
shi C
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCjhD
2k j
s h; D
jC1
s hi
!
  2a0hh; Dshi
D
n X
kD1
. 1/
kC12akhD
2k
s h; Dshi   2a0hh; Dshi
D  2hLch; Dshi;
and by collecting the remaining terms we arrive at the desired result.M. Bruveris et al. 16
Now that we have computed Hc.h;h/, we can write the geodesic equation of
the metric G. It is
@t. N Lcct/ D  
a0
2
jc
0jDs.hct;ctiv/
 
n X
kD1
2k 1 X
jD1
. 1/
kCj ak
2
D

s  .jc
0jhD
2k j
s ct; D
j
sctiv/:
(5)
3.6. Local well-posedness. It has been shown in [18, Theorem 4.3] that the
geodesic equation of a Sobolev metric is well-posed on Imm
p.S1;R2/ for p >
2n C1. For a metric of order n > 2, we extend the result to p > n. This will later
simplify the proof of geodesic completeness.
THEOREM 3.7. Let n > 2 and p > n, and let G be a Sobolev metric of order
n with constant coefﬁcients. Then the geodesic equation (5) has unique local
solutions in the space Imm
p.S1;R2/ of Sobolev H p-immersions. The solutions
depend C1-smoothly on t and the initial conditions. The domain of existence (in
t) is uniform in p, and thus the geodesic equation also has local solutions in
Imm.S1;R2/, the space of smooth immersions.
Proof. Fix p > n. For the geodesic equation to exist, we need to verify the
assumptions in Lemma 2.18. We ﬁrst note that N Lc is a map N Lc V H p ! H p 2n.
By inspecting (4), we see that Hc.h;h/ 2 H p 2n as well. Thus it remains to show
that N Lc maps H p onto H p 2n, and that the inverse is smooth. This is shown in
Lemma 3.8.
Regarding local existence, we rewrite the geodesic equation as a differential
equation on T Imm
n.S1;R2/,
ct D u
ut D
1
2
N L
 1
c .Hc.u;u/   .Dc;u N Lc/.u//:
This is a smooth ODE on a Hilbert space, and therefore by the theorem of Picard–
Lindel¨ ofithaslocalsolutionsthatdependsmoothlyont andtheinitialconditions.
That the intervals of existence are uniform in the Sobolev order p can be found in
[3, Appendix A]. The result goes back to [9, Theorem 12.1], and a different proof
can be found in [18].
The following lemma shows that the operator N Lc has a smooth inverse on
appropriate Sobolev spaces. For p D n, we can use Lemma 5.1 and the Lax–
Milgram lemma to show that N Lc V Hn ! H n is invertible. For p > n, moreGeodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 17
work is necessary. Although N Lc is an elliptic positive differential operator, it
has nonsmooth coefﬁcients. In fact, since jc0j 2 Hn 1, some of the coefﬁcients
are only distributions. To overcome this, we will exploit the reparameterization
invariance of the metric to transform N Lc into a differential operator with constant
coefﬁcients.
LEMMA 3.8. Let n > 2, and let G be a Sobolev metric of order n. For p > n and
c 2 Imm
p.S1;R2/, the associated operators
N Lc V H
p.S
1;R
d/ ! H
p 2n.S
1;R
d/;
are isomorphisms, and the map
N L
 1 V Imm
p.S
1;R
2/  H
p 2n.S
1;R
d/ ! H
p.S
1;R
d/; .c;h/ 7! N L
 1
c h
is smooth.
Proof. Given a curve c 2 Imm
p.S1;R2/, we can write it as c D d , where d has
constant speed, jd0j D `c=2, and   is a diffeomorphism of S1. The pair .d; /
is determined only up to rotations; we can remove the ambiguity by requiring that
c.0/ D d.0/. Then   is given by
 ./ D
2
`c
Z 
0
jc
0./jd:
Concerning regularity, we have   and   1 2 H p.S1; S1/; thus   2 Dp.S1/, and
d 2 Imm
p.S1;R2/.
The reparameterization invariance of the metric G implies that
h N Lch;miH pH p D h N Lc  1.h   
 1/;m   
 1iH pH p:
Introduce the notation R'.h/ D h  '. If ' 2 Dp.S1/ is a diffeomorphism, the
map R' is an invertible linear map R' V H p ! H p, by Lemma 2.6. Furthermore,
by Lemma 2.7, the transpose R
' is an invertible map R
' V H p 2n ! H p 2n. Thus
we get
N Lch D R

  1  N Ld  R  1.h/:
Because jd0j D `c=2, the operator N Ld is equal to
N Ld D
n X
kD0
. 1/
kak

2
`c
2k 1
@
2k
 :
This is a positive elliptic differential operator with constant coefﬁcients, and thus
N Ld V H p ! H p 2n is invertible. Thus the composition N Lc V H p ! H p 2nM. Bruveris et al. 18
is invertible. Smoothness of .c;h/ 7! N L 1
c h follows from the smoothness of
.c;h/ 7! N Lch and the implicit function theorem on Banach spaces.
The remainder of the paper will be concerned with the analysis of the geodesic
distance function induced by Sobolev metrics. These results will be used to show
that geodesics for metrics of order 2 and higher exist for all times.
4. Lower bounds on the geodesic distance
Topreparetheproofofgeodesiccompleteness,weﬁrstneedtousethegeodesic
distance to estimate quantities that are derived from the curve and that appear in
the geodesic equation. These include the length `c, curvature , and its derivatives
Dk
s, as well as the length element jc0j and its derivatives Dk
s logjc0j. We want to
show that they are bounded on metric balls of a Sobolev metric of sufﬁciently
high order.
We start with the length `c. The argument given in [18, Section 4.7] can be used
to show the following slightly stronger statement.
LEMMA 4.1. Let the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ satisfy Z
S1
hDsh;vi
2 ds 6 A Gc.h;h/
for some A > 0. Then we have the estimate
  
p
jc0
1j  
p
jc0
2j
 

L2.d/
6
p
A
2
dist
G.c1;c2/;
and in particular the function
p
jc0j V .Imm.S1;R2/;dist
G/ ! L2.S1;R/ is
Lipschitz.
Proof. Take two curves c1;c2 2 Imm.S1;R2/, and let c.t;/ be a smooth path
between them. Then the following relation holds pointwise for each  2 S1:
p
jc0
2j./  
p
jc0
1j./ D
Z 1
0
@t
p
jc0j

.t;/dt:
The derivative @t
p
jc0j is given by
@t
p
jc0j D
1
2
hDsct;vi
p
jc0j;
and so
 

p
jc0
1j  
p
jc0
2j
 

L2.d/
6
1
2
Z 1
0
 
hDsct;vi
p
jc0j
 

L2.d/
dt
6
1
2
Z 1
0
khDsct;vikL2.ds/ dtGeodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 19
6
p
A
2
Z 1
0
p
Gc.ct;ct/dt
6
p
A
2
Len
G.c/:
Sincethisestimateholdsforeverysmoothpathc,bytakingtheinﬁmumweobtain

 
p
jc0
1j  
p
jc0
2j

 
L2 6
p
A
2
inf
c Len
G.c/ D
p
A
2
dist
G.c1;c2/:
We recover the statement of [18, Section 4.7] by applying the reverse triangle
inequality. The following corollary is a disguised version of the fact that, on a
normed space, the norm function is Lipschitz.
COROLLARY 4.2. If the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ satisﬁes
Z
S1
hDsh;vi
2 ds 6 A Gc.h;h/
for some A > 0, then the function
p
`c V .Imm.S1;R2/;dist
G/ ! R>0 is Lipschitz.
Proof. The statement follows from
`c D
Z
S1
jc
0./jd D k
p
jc0jk
2
L2.d/;
and the inequality

 
p
`c1  
p
`c2

  D
 
 

 
p
jc0
1j

 
L2.d/
 

 
p
jc0
2j

 
L2.d/
 
  (6)
6
 

p
jc0
1j  
p
jc0
2j
 

L2.d/
6
p
A
2
dist
G.c1;c2/:
REMARK 4.3. Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 apply in particular to Sobolev
metrics of order n > 1. For n D 1, this is clear from hDsh;vi2 6 jDshj2. For
n > 2, we use Lemma 2.15 to estimate
Z
S1
hDsh;vi
2 ds 6 kDshk
2
L2.ds/ 6 khk
2
L2.ds/ C kD
n
shk
2
L2.ds/
6 max.a
 1
0 ;a
 1
n /Gc.h;h/:
We could also have used Lemma 2.16,M. Bruveris et al. 20
Z
S1
hDsh;vi
2 ds 6 kDshk
2
L2.ds/ 6 khk
2 2=n
L2.ds/ kD
n
shk
2=n
L2.ds/
6 a
.1 n/=n
0 a
 1=n
n Gc.h;h/;
to reach the same conclusion.
The following lemma shows a similar statement for ` 1=2
c . We do not get global
Lipschitz continuity; instead, the function ` 1=2
c is Lipschitz on every metric ball.
This implies that ` 1
c is bounded on every metric ball. We will show later in
Corollary 4.11 that the pointwise quantities jc0./j and jc0./j 1 are also bounded
on metric balls.
LEMMA 4.4. Let the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ satisfy
Z
S1
jhj
2 C jD
n
shj
2 ds 6 A Gc.h;h/
for some n > 2 and some A > 0. Given c0 2 Imm.S1;R2/ and N > 0, there exists
a constant C D C.c0; N/ such that, for all c1;c2 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with dist
G.c0;
ci/ < N, i D 1;2, we have
j`
 1=2
c1   `
 1=2
c2 j 6 C.c0; N/ dist
G.c1;c2/:
In particular, the function ` 1=2
c V .Imm.S1;R2/;dist
G/ ! R>0 is Lipschitz on
every metric ball.
Proof. Fix c1;c2 with dist
G.c0;ci/ < N, and let c.t;/ be a path between them,
such that dist
G.c0;c.t// < 2N. Then
@t.`
 1=2
c / D  
1
2
`
 3=2
c
Z
S1
hDsct;vijc
0jd;
and, by taking absolute values,
j@t.`
 1=2
c /j 6
1
2
`
 3=2
c
Z
S1
jhDsct;vijjc
0jd
6
1
2
`
 3=2
c
sZ
S1
jc0jd
sZ
S1
hDsct;vi2 jc0jd
6
1
2
`
 1
c kDsctkL2.ds/ 6
1
2
`
 1
c

`c
2
n 1
kD
n
sctkL2.ds/ by 2.14,
6 2
 n `
n 2
c
p
A
p
Gc.ct;ct/:Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 21
By Corollary 4.2, the length `c is bounded along the path c.t;/, and since n > 2
so is `n 2
c . Thus
j`
 1=2
c1   `
 1=2
c2 j 6
Z 1
0
j@t.`
 1=2
c /jdt
6 2
 np
A
Z 1
0
`
n 2
c
p
Gc.ct;ct/dt
.c0;N Len
G.c/I see 2.8 for notation.
After taking the inﬁmum over all paths connecting c1 and c2, we obtain
j`
 1=2
c1   `
 1=2
c2 j .c0;N dist
G.c1;c2/:
REMARK. We can compute the constant C D C.c0; N/ in Lemma 4.4 explicitly.
Indeed, from
j`
 1=2
c1   `
 1=2
c2 j 6 2
 np
A
Z 1
0
`
n 2
c
p
Gc.ct;ct/dt;
we obtain, following the proof,
j`
 1=2
c1   `
 1=2
c2 j 6 2
 np
A
 
sup
distG.c;c0/<N
`
n 2
c
!
dist
G.c1;c2/:
Now, using (6), we can estimate `c via
p
`c 6
p
`c0 C
 

p
`c  
p
`c0
 
 6
p
`c0 C
1
2
p
Adist
G.c;c0/ 6
p
`c0 C
1
2
p
AN:
Thus we can use
C.c0; N/ D 2
 np
A
p
`c0 C
1
2
p
AN
2n 4
for the constant.
COROLLARY 4.5. Let G satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.4. Then ` 1
c is
bounded on every metric ball of .Imm.S1;R2/;dist
G/.
Proof. Fix c0 2 Imm.S1;R2/ and N > 0, and let c 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with dist
G.c0;
c/ < N. Then
`
 1=2
c 6 `
 1=2
c0 C j`
 1=2
c0   `
 1=2
c j .c0;N `c0 C dist
G.c0;c/ .c0;N 1;
and thus ` 1=2
c is bounded on metric balls, which implies that ` 1
c is bounded as
well.M. Bruveris et al. 22
The variations of the turning angle  and of logjc0j are given by
Dc;h.logjc
0j/ D hDsh;vi
Dc;h D hDsh;ni:
As a preparation for the proof of Theorem 4.7, we compute explicit expressions
for the variations of their derivatives.
LEMMA 4.6. Let c 2 Imm.S1;R2/, h 2 Tc Imm.S1;R2/, and k > 0. Then
Dc;h.D
k
s logjc
0j/ D D
k
shDsh;vi  
k 1 X
jD0

k
j C 1

.D
k j
s logjc
0j/D
j
shDsh;vi (7)
Dc;h.D
k
s/ D D
k
shDsh;ni  
k 1 X
jD0

k
j C 1

.D
k j
s /D
j
shDsh;vi: (8)
Proof. Recall Lemma 2.3: if F V Imm.S1;R2/ ! C1.S1;Rd/ is smooth, then
Dc;h.Ds  F/ D Ds.Dc;hF/   hDsh;viDsF.c/:
For k D 0, by Section 2.2, we have
Dc;h.logjc
0j/ D hDsh;vi; Dc;h D hDsh;ni; Dc;hDs D  hDsh;viDs;
Dc;h.D
k
s/ D  
k 1 X
jD0
D
j
s  hDsh;vi  D
k j
s :
Thus we get
Dc;h.D
k
s logjc
0j/ D D
k
shDsh;vi  
k 1 X
jD0
D
j
s.hDsh;vi.D
k j
s logjc
0j//:
Next, we use the identity [21, (26.3.7)]
k 1 X
jDi

j
i

D

k
i C 1

;
and the product rule for differentiation, to obtainGeodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 23
Dc;h.D
k
s logjc
0j/ D D
k
shDsh;vi  
k 1 X
jD0
j X
iD0

j
i

.D
k jCj i
s logjc
0j/D
i
shDsh;vi
D D
k
shDsh;vi  
k 1 X
iD0
k 1 X
jDi

j
i

.D
k i
s logjc
0j/D
i
shDsh;vi
D D
k
shDsh;vi  
k 1 X
iD0

k
i C 1

.D
k i
s logjc
0j/D
i
shDsh;vi;
which completes the ﬁrst part of the proof. Along the same lines, we also get the
variation of Dk
s.
THEOREM 4.7. Assume that the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ satisﬁes
Z
S1
jhj
2 C jD
n
shj
2 ds 6 A Gc.h;h/ (9)
for some n > 2 and some A > 0. For each c0 2 Imm.S1;R2/ and N > 0 there
exists a constant C D C.c0; N/ such that, for all c1;c2 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with
dist
G.c0;ci/ < N and all 0 6 k 6 n   2, we have

 .D
k
c11/
p
jc0
1j   .D
k
c22/
p
jc0
2j

 
L2.d/
6 C dist
G.c1;c2/
 
.D
kC1
c1 logjc
0
1j/
p
jc0
1j   .D
kC1
c2 logjc
0
2j/
p
jc0
2j
 

L2.d/
6 C dist
G.c1;c2/:
In particular, the functions
.D
k
s/
p
jc0j V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
2.S
1;R/
.D
kC1
s logjc
0j/
p
jc0j V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
2.S
1;R/
are continuous and Lipschitz continuous on every metric ball.
Proof. We have dist
G.c1;c2/ < 2N by the triangle inequality. Let c.t;/ be a path
between c1 and c2 with Len
G.c/ 6 3N. Then
dist
G.c0;c.t// 6 dist
G.c0;c1/ C dist
G.c1;c.t//
6 N C Len
G.cjT0;tU/
6 N C 3N 6 4NI
thus any path of this kind remains within a ball of radius 4N around c0.M. Bruveris et al. 24
We will prove the theorem for each n by induction over k. The proof
of the continuity of .Dk
s/
p
jc0j does not depend on the continuity of
.DkC1
s logjc0j/
p
jc0j. Thus, even if we prove both statements in parallel, we will
assume that we have established the continuity and local Lipschitz continuity of
.Dk
s/
p
jc0j when estimating k@t
 
.DkC1
s logjc0j/
p
jc0j

kL2.d/ below; in particular,
we will need that
kD
k
skL2.ds/ remains bounded along the path. (10)
The proof consists of two steps. First, we show that the following estimates
hold along c.t;/:
 
@t

.D
k
s/
p
jc0j
 

L2.d/
.c0;N .1 C kD
k
skL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/ (11)

 @t

.D
kC1
s logjc
0j/
p
jc0j

 
L2.d/
.c0;N .1 C kD
kC1
s logjc
0jkL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/:
(12)
Then we apply Gronwall’s inequality to prove the theorem.
Step 1. For k D 0, we have
@t


p
jc0j

D hD
2
sct;ni
p
jc0j  
3
2
hDsct;vi
p
jc0j
@t

.Ds logjc
0j/
p
jc0j

D hD
2
sct;vi
p
jc0j C hDsct;ni
p
jc0j 
 
1
2
.Ds logjc
0j/hDsct;vi
p
jc0j;
and therefore

 @t


p
jc0j

 
L2.d/
6 kD
2
sctkL2.ds/ C
3
2
kkL2.ds/kDsctkL1
 
@t

.Ds logjc
0j/
p
jc0j
 

L2.d/
6 kD
2
sctkL2.ds/ C kkL2.ds/kDsctkL1
C
1
2
kDs logjc
0jkL2.ds/kDsctkL1:
Note that the length `c is bounded along c.t;/ by Corollary 4.2. Using the
Poincar´ e inequalities from Lemma 2.14, and assumption (9), we obtain
 
@t


p
jc0j
 

L2.d/
.c0;N .1 C kkL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/

 @t

.Ds logjc
0j/
p
jc0j

 
L2.d/
.c0;N .1 C kDs logjc
0jkL2.ds//
p
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For the second estimate, we used the boundedness of kkL2.ds/ from (10). This
concludes the proof of step 1 for k D 0.
Now consider k > 0, and assume that the theorem has been shown for k   1.
Along c.t;/, the following objects are bounded.
 `c by Corollary 4.2, allowing us to use Poincar´ e inequalities;
 kDk 1
s kL2.ds/ and kDk
s logjc0jkL2.ds/ by induction; and
 kD j
skL1 and kD jC1
s logjc0jkL1 for 0 6 j 6 k   2 via Poincar´ e inequalities.
We also have the following bounds, which are valid for both v and n.
 kD j
shDsct;vikL2.ds/ .c0;N
p
Gc.ct;ct/ for 0 6 j 6 k.
This is clear for j 6 k  1, since the highest derivative of  that appears due to
the Frenet equations is Dk 2
s , and thus all terms involving  can be bounded
by the L1-norm. For j D k, we have
D
k
shDsct;vi D hDsct; D
k
svi C
k X
jD1

k
j

hD
jC1
s ct; D
k j
s vi
and
D
k
sv D .D
k 1
s /n C lower-order derivatives in :
Thus
kD
k
svkL2.ds/ 6 kD
k 1
s kL2.ds/ C  .c0;N 1:
Hence we get
kD
k
shDsct;vikL2.ds/ 6 kDsctkL1kD
k
svkL2.ds/
C
k X
jD1

k
j

kD
jC1
s ctkL2.ds/kD
k j
s vkL1
.c0;N
p
Gc.ct;ct/:
 kDkC1
s hDsct;vikL2.ds/ .c0;N .1 C kDk
skL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/.
We obtain this bound from
D
kC1
s hDsct;vi D hD
kC2
s ct;vi C hDsct; D
kC1
s vi
C
k X
jD1

k C 1
j

hD
kC2 j
s ct; D
j
svi:M. Bruveris et al. 26
Taking the L2.ds/-norm, we get
kD
kC1
s hDsct;vikL2.ds/
6 kD
kC2
s ctkL2.ds/ C kDsctkL1kD
kC1
s vkL2.ds/
C
k X
jD1

k C 1
j

kD
kC2 j
s ctkL2.ds/kD
j
svkL1
.c0;N
p
Gc.ct;ct/ C .1 C kD
k
skL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/ C
p
Gc.ct;ct/;
thus showing the claim.
Equation (8) from Lemma 4.6, rewritten for , is
Dc;h.D
k
s/ D D
kC1
s hDsh;ni  
k X
jD0

k C 1
j C 1

.D
k j
s /D
j
shDsh;vi:
Thus we get
@t

.D
k
s/
p
jc0j

D .D
kC1
s hDsct;ni/
p
jc0j  

k C
1
2

.D
k
s/hDsct;vi
p
jc0j
 

k C 1
2

.D
k 1
s /.DshDsct;vi/
p
jc0j 
k X
jD2

k C 1
j C 1

.D
k j
s / D
j
shDsct;vi
p
jc0j;
and hence, by taking norms,
 
@t..D
k
s/
p
jc0j/
 

L2.d/
6 kD
kC1
s hDsct;nikL2.ds/
C

k C
1
2

kD
k
skL2.ds/khDsct;vikL1
C

k C 1
2

kD
k 1
s kL2.ds/kDshDsct;vikL1
C
k X
jD2

k C 1
j C 1

kD
k j
s kL1kD
j
shDsct;vikL2.ds/
.c0;N .1 C kD
k
skL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/:
For .DkC1
s logjc0j/
p
jc0j, we proceed similarly. The time derivative is
@t

.D
kC1
s logjc
0j/
p
jc0j

D D
kC1
s hDsct;vi
p
jc0j
 

k C
1
2

.D
kC1
s logjc
0j/hDsct;vi
p
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 

k C 1
2

.D
k
s logjc
0j/ DshDsct;vi
p
jc0j
 
k X
jD2

k C 1
j C 1

.D
kC1 j
s logjc
0j/D
j
shDsct;vi
p
jc0j;
which can be estimated by

 @t..D
kC1
s logjc
0j/
p
jc0j/

 
L2.d/
6 kD
kC1
s hDsct;vikL2.ds/ C

k C
1
2

kD
kC1
s logjc
0jkL2.ds/kDsctkL1
C

k C 1
2

kD
k
s logjc
0jkL2.ds/kDshDsct;vikL1
C
k X
jD2

k C 1
j C 1

kD
kC1 j
s logjc
0jkL1kD
j
shDsct;vikL2.ds/
.c0;N .1 C kD
kC1
s logjc
0jkL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/:
Step 2. The proof of this step depends only on the estimates (11) and (12). We
have a path c.t;/ between c1 and c2. We write again Dc1 and Dc.t/ for Dsc1 and
Dsc.t/, respectively. Deﬁne the functions
A.t/ D
  .D
k
c11/
p
jc0
1j   .D
k
c.t/.t//
p
jc.t/0j

 
L2.d/
(13)
B.t/ D
 
.D
kC1
c1 logjc
0
1j/
p
jc0
1j   .D
kC1
c.t/ logjc.t/
0j/
p
jc.t/0j
 

L2.d/
: (14)
From
.D
k
c/
p
jc0j.t;/   .D
k
c11/
p
jc0
1j./ D
Z t
0
@t.D
k
s/
p
jc0j/.;/d;
we get, by taking norms,
A.t/ 6
Z t
0

 @t.D
k
s
p
jc0j/

 
L2.d/
d
.c0;N
Z t
0
.1 C kD
k
skL2.ds//
p
Gc.ct;ct/d
.c0;N
Z t
0
.1 C kD
k
s1kL2.ds/ C A.//
p
Gc.ct;ct/d:M. Bruveris et al. 28
Now we use Gronwall’s inequality, Corollary 2.11, to obtain
A.t/ .c0;N .1 C kD
k
s1kL2.ds//
Z t
0
p
Gc.ct;ct/d:
Takingtheinﬁmumoverallpathsandevaluatingatt D 1thenyieldsthefollowing
inequality, which is almost the desired one.
 
.D
k
c11/
p
jc0
1j   .D
k
c22/
p
jc0
2j
 

L2.d/
.c0;N .1 C kD
k
s1kL2.ds//dist
G.c1;c2/:
(15)
To bound kDk
s1kL2.ds/, which appears on the right-hand side, we apply (15) with
c2 D c0.
kD
k
s1kL2.ds/ 6
 
D
k
c1.1/
p
jc0
1j   D
k
c0.0/
p
jc0
0j
 

L2.d/
C kD
k
s0kL2.ds/
.c0;N .1 C kD
k
s0kL2.ds//dist
G.c0;c1/ C kD
k
s0kL2.ds/ .c0;N 1:
This concludes the proof for .Dk
s/
p
jc0j. For .DkC1
s logjc0j/
p
jc0j, we proceed in
the same way with B.t/ in place of A.t/ using the estimate (12).
REMARK 4.8. Theorem 4.7 makes no statement about the continuity or local
Lipschitz continuity of the function logjc0j
p
jc0j when G is a Sobolev metric of
order 1. In fact it appears that one needs a metric of order n > 2. In that case, one
can use the variational formula,
Dc;h

logjc
0j
p
jc0j

D

1 C
1
2
logjc
0j

hDsh;vi
p
jc0j;
and the same method of proof (with n > 2 one can estimate hDsh;vi using the
L1-norm) to show that
.logjc
0j/
p
jc0j V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
2.S
1;R
2/
is continuous and Lipschitz continuous on every metric ball.
REMARK 4.9. In a similar way, we can also obtain continuity in L1 instead of
L2. Assume that the metric satisﬁes (9) with n > 3. Then for all 1 6 k 6 n   2
the functions
D
k 1
s  V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
1.S
1;R/
D
k
s logjc
0j V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
1.S
1;R/Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 29
are continuous and Lipschitz continuous on every metric ball. To prove this, we
follow the proof of Theorem 4.7, and replace the estimates (11) and (12) with
k@t.D
k 1
s /kL1 .c0;N .1 C kD
k 1
s kL1/
p
Gc.ct;ct/
k@t.D
k
s logjc
0j/kL1 .c0;N .1 C kD
k
s logjc
0jkL1/
p
Gc.ct;ct/;
which can be established in the same way.
We also have L1-continuity of logjc0j, when n D 2. Since we will use it
in the proof of geodesic completeness, we shall provide an explicit proof in
Lemma 4.10.
LEMMA 4.10. Let the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ satisfy
Z
S1
jhj
2 C jD
n
shj
2ds 6 A Gc.h;h/
for some n > 2 and some A > 0. Given c0 2 Imm.S1;R2/ and N > 0, there exists
a constant C D C.c0; N/ such that, for all c1;c2 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with dist
G.c0;
ci/ < N, we have
klogjc
0
1j   logjc
0
2jkL1 6 C dist
G.c1;c2/:
In particular, the function
logjc
0j V .Imm.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! L
1.S
1;R/
is continuous and Lipschitz continuous on every metric ball.
Proof. Fix  2 S1 and c1 2 Imm.S1;R2/ satisfying dist
G.c0;c1/ < N, and let
c.t;/ be a path between c0 and c1 with Len
G.c/ 6 2N. Then
@t.logjc
0./j/ D hDsct./;v./i:
After integrating and taking norms, we get
jlogjc
0
1./j   logjc
0
0./jj 6
Z 1
0
jDsct.t;/jdt:
Using Poincar´ e inequalities and Corollary 4.2, we can estimate
jDsct./j 6
p
`c
2
kD
2
sctkL2.ds/
6
p
`c
2
q
kctk2
L2.ds/ C kDn
sctk2
L2.ds/ 6
1
2
p
`cA
p
Gc.ct;ct/: (16)M. Bruveris et al. 30
Thus, by taking the inﬁmum over all paths between c0 and c1, we get
klogjc
0
1j   logjc
0
0jkL1 .c0;N dist
G.c0;c1/:
REMARK. An explicit value for the constant is given by
C.c0; N/ D
1
2
p
A
p
`c0 C
1
2
p
AN

:
This can be found by combining the estimates (16) and (6).
This corollary gives us upper and lower bounds on jc0./j in terms of the
geodesic distance. Therefore, a geodesic c.t;/ for a Sobolev metric with order
at least 2 cannot leave Imm.S1;R2/ by having c0.t;/ D 0 for some .t;/.
COROLLARY 4.11. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.10, given c0 2 Imm.S1;
R2/ and N > 0, there exists a constant C D C.c0; N/ such that
kc
0kL1 6 C and
 
 
1
jc0j
 
 
L1
6 C
hold for all c 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with dist
G.c0;c/ < N.
Proof. By Lemma 4.10, we have
logjc
0./j 6 klogjc
0
0jkL1 C klogjc
0j   logjc
0
0jkL1 .c0;N 1:
Now apply exp and take the supremum over  to obtain kc0kL1 .c0;N 1. Similarly,
by starting from
 logjc
0./j 6 klogjc
0
0jkL1 C klogjc
0j   logjc
0
0jkL1 .c0;N 1:
we obtain the bound kjc0j 1kL1 .c0;N 1.
REMARK. Using the explicit constant for Lemma 4.10, we can obtain the
following more explicit inequalities for Corollary 4.11,
jc
0./j 6 jc
0
0./jexp

1
2
p
AN
p
`c0 C
1
2
p
AN

jc
0./j
 1 6 jc
0
0./j
 1 exp

1
2
p
AN
p
`c0 C
1
2
p
AN

:
REMARK 4.12. To simplify the exposition, the results in this section were
formulated on the space Imm.S1;R2/ of smooth immersions. If G is a Sobolev
metric of order n with n > 2, we can replace Imm.S1;R2/ by Imm
n.S1;R2/ in all
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5. Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics
On the space Hn.S1;Rd/ we have two norms: the Hn.d/-norm as well as
the Hn.ds/-norm, which depends on the choice of a curve c 2 Imm.S1;R2/.
Although the norms are equivalent, the constant in the inequality
C
 1khkHk.d/ 6 khkHk.ds/ 6 CkhkHk.d/;
depends in general on the curve and its derivatives. The next lemma shows that, if
c remains in a metric ball with respect to the geodesic distance, then the constant
depends only on the center and the radius of the ball.
LEMMA 5.1. Let the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ satisfy
Z
S1
jhj
2 C jD
n
shj
2ds 6 A Gc.h;h/
for some n > 2 and some A > 0. Given c0 2 Imm.S1;R2/ and N > 0, there exists
a constant C D C.c0; N/ such that, for 0 6 k 6 n,
C
 1khkHk.d/ 6 khkHk.ds/ 6 CkhkHk.d/;
holds for all c 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with dist
G.c0;c/ < N and all h 2 Hk.S1;Rd/.
Proof. By deﬁnition,
kuk
2
Hk.d/ D khk
2
L2.d/ C k@
k
hk
2
L2.d/
kuk
2
Hk.ds/ D khk
2
L2.ds/ C kD
k
shk
2
L2.ds/:
The estimates

min
2S1 jc
0./j

khk
2
L2.d/ 6 khk
2
L2.ds/ 6 kc
0kL1khk
2
L2.d/;
togetherwithCorollary4.11takecareofthe L2-terms.Thusitremainstocompare
the derivatives k@k
hk2
L2.d/ and kDk
shk2
L2.ds/. From the identities
h
0 D jc
0jDsh
h
00 D jc
0j
2D
2
sh C .@jc
0j/Dsh
h
000 D jc
0j
3D
3
sh C 3jc
0j.@jc
0j/D
2
sh C .@
2
jc
0j/Dsh
h
0000D jc
0j
4D
4
sh C 6jc
0j
2.@jc
0j/D
3
sh C .3.@jc
0j/
2C 4jc
0j.@
2
jc
0j//D
2
sh
C .@
3
jc
0j/Dsh;M. Bruveris et al. 32
we generalize to
@
k
h D
k X
jD1
X
2Aj
cj;
k 1 Y
iD0
.@
i
jc
0j/
i D
j
sh; (17)
where cj; are some constants and  D .0;:::;k 1/ are multiindices that are
summed over the index sets
Aj D
(
 V
k 1 X
iD0
ii D k   j;
k 1 X
iD0
i D j
)
:
Equation (17) is related to Fa` a di Bruno’s formula [10], and can be proven by
induction.
The length `c is bounded on the metric ball by Corollary 4.2. Then Lemma 4.7,
together with Poincar´ e inequalities, show that
 kDn 1
s logjc0jkL2.ds/ and
 kDk
s logjc0jkL1 for 1 6 k 6 n   2
are bounded as well. Repeated application of the chain rule for differentiation
yields
D
k
sjc
0j D D
k
s.explogjc
0j/ D jc
0j D
k
s logjc
0j C lower Ds-derivatives of logjc
0j:
Thus kDn 1
s jc0jkL2.ds/ and kDk
sjc0jkL1 for 1 6 k 6 n   2 are also bounded on
metric balls. Next, we apply formula (17) to h D jc0j, obtaining
@
k
jc
0j D jc
0j
kD
k
sjc
0j C lower Ds-derivatives of jc
0j: (18)
Together with Lemma 4.10, this implies that
 k@
n 1
 jc0jkL2.d/ and
 k@k
jc0jkL1 for 0 6 k 6 n   2
are bounded on metric balls.
We proceed by induction over k. The case k D 0 has been dealt with at the
beginning of the proof. Assume that k 6 n   1 and that the equivalence of the
norms has been shown for k 1. Then the highest derivative of jc0j is @
k 1
 jc0j, and
so in (17) we can estimate every term involving jc0j using the L1-norm. Thus,
using Poincar´ e inequalities and the equivalence of L2.d/ and L2.ds/-norms, we
get
k@
k
hk
2
L2.d/ .c0;N kD
k
shk
2
L2.ds/:Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 33
For the other inequality, we write
D
k
sh D jc
0j
 k@
k
h   jc
0j
 k
k 1 X
jD1
X
2Aj
cj;
k 1 Y
iD0
.@
i
jc
0j/
i D
j
sh;
and use the induction assumption kD j
shk2
L2.ds/ .c0;N k@
j
hk2
L2.d/ for 0 6 j < k.
The only remaining case is k D n. There, we have to be a bit more careful,
since then @
n 1
 jc0j appears in (17), which cannot be bound using the L1-norm.
However, @
n 1
 jc0j appears only in the summand .@
n 1
 jc0j/Dsh; that is, if n 1 6D 0,
then n 1 D 1, i D 0 for i 6D n   1 and  2 A1. We can estimate this term via
k.@
n 1
 jc
0j/DshkL2.d/ 6 k@
n 1
 jc
0jkL2.d/kDshkL1;
and then, depending on which inequality we want to show, we can use either of
kDshkL1 6 2
 1p
`c kD
2
shkL2.ds/
kDshkL1 6 kjc
0j
 1kL1k@hkL1 6 Ckjc
0j
 1kL1k@
2
hkL2.d/:
From here, we proceed as for k < n.
We saw in Lemma 2.5 that multiplication is a bounded bilinear map on
the spaces Hk.S1;Rd/ with the Hk.d/-norm. Since the Hk.d/-norm and the
Hk.ds/-norm are equivalent, this holds also for the Hk.ds/-norm. A consequence
of Lemma 5.1 is that the constant in the inequality
kh f;gikHk.ds/ 6 Ck f kHk.ds/kgkHk.ds/;
again depends only on the center and radius of the geodesic ball.
COROLLARY 5.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1, there exists a constant
C D C.c0; N/ such that, for c 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with dist
G.c0;c/ < N and 1 6 k
6 n,
kh f;gikHk.ds/ 6 Ck f kHk.ds/kgkHk.ds/
holds for all f;g 2 Hk.S1;Rd/.
Proof. We use Lemma 5.1 and the boundedness of multiplication on Hk.d/,
kh f;gikHk.ds/ .c0;N kh f;gikHk.d/
.c0;N k f kHk.d/kgkHk.d/ .c0;N k f kHk.ds/kgkHk.ds/:M. Bruveris et al. 34
This last lemma shows that the identity
Id V .Imm
n.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! .H
n.S
1;R
2/; H
n.d//
maps bounded sets to bounded sets, and that the same holds for the function
.Imm
n.S
1;R
2/;dist
G/ ! R; c 7! kckHn.ds/;
when G is stronger than a Sobolev metric of order n.
LEMMA 5.3. Let the metric G on Imm.S1;R2/ satisfy
Z
S1
jhj
2 C jD
n
shj
2ds 6 A Gc.h;h/
for some n > 2 and some A > 0. Given c0 2 Imm.S1;R2/ and N > 0, there exists
a constant C D C.c0; N/ such that
kckHn.d/ 6 C and kckHn.ds/ 6 C:
hold for all c 2 Imm.S1;R2/ with dist
G.c0;c/ < N.
Proof. It is only necessary to prove the boundedness in one of the norms, since
Lemma 5.1 will imply the other one. We have
kck
2
Hn.ds/ D kck
2
L2.ds/ C kD
n
sck
2
L2.ds/ D kck
2
L2.ds/ C kD
n 2
s k
2
L2.ds/:
TheboundednessofkDn 2
s k2
L2.ds/ onmetricballshasbeenshowninTheorem4.7.
For kckL2.ds/, we choose a path c.t/ from c0 to c D c.1/ with Len
G.c.t// < 2N:
Then
kckL2.ds/ .c0;N kckL2.d/ 6 kc   c0kL2.d/ C kc0kL2.d/
.c0;N
 
 
Z 1
0
@tc.t/dt
 
 
L2.d/
6
Z 1
0
k@tc.t/kL2.d/ dt
.c0;N
Z 1
0
k@tc.t/kL2.ds/ dt 6 Len
G.c.t// .c0;N 1:
REMARK 5.4. The proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that under the assumptions of
Lemma 5.3 we can choose C D C.c0; N/ such that the additional inequality
kjc
0jkHn 1.d/ 6 C
holds as well.Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 35
Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem.
THEOREM 5.5. Let n > 2, and let G be a Sobolev metric with constant
coefﬁcients ai > 0 of order n and a0;an > 0. Given .c0;u0/ 2 T Imm
n.S1;R2/,
the solution of the geodesic equation for the metric G with initial values .c0;u0/
exists for all time.
COROLLARY 5.6. Let the metric G be as in Theorem 5.5. Then the Riemannian
manifolds .Imm
n.S1;R2/;G/ and .Imm.S1;R2/;G/ are geodesically complete.
Proof. The geodesic completeness of Imm.S1;R2/ follows from Theorem 3.7,
since, given smooth initial conditions, the intervals of existence are uniform in
the Sobolev order.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. The geodesic equation is equivalent to the following ODE
on .T Imm
n/0  D Imm
n H n:
ct D N L
 1
c p
pt D
1
2
Hc. N L
 1
c p; N L
 1
c p/;
with p.t/ D N Lc.t/u.t/. Fix initial conditions .c.0/; p.0//. In order to show that the
geodesic with these initial conditions exists for all time, we need to show that, on
any ﬁnite interval T0;T/ on which the geodesic .c.t/; p.t// exists, we have that
(A) the closure of c.T0;T// in Hn.S1;R2/ is contained in Imm
n.S1;R2/; and
(B) k N L 1
c pkHn.d/,
1
2kHc. N L 1
c p; N L 1
c p/kH n.d/ are bounded on T0;T/.
Then we can apply [8, Theorem 10.5.5] to conclude that T0;T/ is not the maximal
interval of existence. Since this holds for every T, the geodesic must exist on
T0;1/.
Assume now that T > 0 is ﬁxed. We will pass freely between the momentum
and the velocity via u.t/ D N L
 1
c.t/p.t/. Since c.t/ is a geodesic, we have
dist
G.c0;c.t// 6
p
Gc.0/.u.0/;u.0//T
and
Gc.t/.u.t/;u.t// D Gc.0/.u.0/;u.0//:
In particular, the geodesic remains in a metric ball around c0. It follows from
Corollary 4.11 that there exists a C > 0 with jc0.t;/j > C for .t;/ 2 T0;
T/  S1. Since the set fc V jc0./j > Cg is H2-closed (and hence also Hn-closed)
in Imm
n.S1;R2/, we can conclude that condition (A) is satisﬁed.M. Bruveris et al. 36
The ﬁrst part of condition (B) follows easily from
k N L
 1
c pk
2
Hn.d/ D kuk
2
Hn.d/ .c0;T kuk
2
Hn.ds/
6 max.a
 1
0 ;a
 1
n /Gc.u;u/ D max.a
 1
0 ;a
 1
n /Gc.0/.u.0/;u.0//;
using Lemma 5.1 and that the velocity is constant along a geodesic.
It remains to show that kHc.u;u/kH n.d/ remains bounded along c.t/. To
estimate this norm, pick m 2 Hn.d/, and consider the pairing
hHc.u;u/;miH nHn D Dc;mGc.u;u/ D
Z
S1
n X
kD0
akhD
k
su; D
k
suihDsm;vids
  2
n X
kD1
k X
jD1
akhD
k
su; D
k j
s .hDsm;viD
j
su/ids:
Using Poincar´ e inequalities, Lemma 5.1, and that `c is bounded along c.t/, we
can estimate the ﬁrst term,

 
 
Z
S1
n X
kD0
akhD
k
su; D
k
suihDsm;vids

 
 
6 kDsmkL1 Gc.u;u/
.c0;T kmkHn.ds/ .c0;T kmkHn.d/:
For the second term, we additionally need Corollary 5.2. For each 1 6 k 6 n and
1 6 j 6 k, we have

  
Z
S1
hD
k
su; D
k j
s .hDsm;viD
j
su/ids
 
 6 kD
k
sukL2.ds/kD
k j
s .hDsm;viD
j
su/kL2.ds/
6 kukHk.ds/khDsm;viD
j
sukHk j.ds/
.c0;T kukHk.ds/kDsmkHk j.ds/kvkHk j.ds/kD
j
sukHk j.ds/
.c0;T kuk
2
Hn.ds/kckHn.ds/kmkHn.ds/:
We know that kuk2
Hn.ds/ is bounded along c.t/, and using Lemma 5.3 we see that
kckHn.ds/ is bounded as well. Hence we obtain
jhHc.u;u/;miH nHnj .c0;T kmkHn.d/;
which implies that
kHc.u;u/kH n.d/ .c0;T 1I
that is, kHc.u;u/kH n.d/ is bounded along the geodesic.Geodesic completeness for Sobolev metrics on Imm.S1;R2/ 37
REMARK 5.7. If G is a Sobolev-type metric of order n > 2 with a0 D 0, a1 D 0,
then G is a Riemannian metric on the space Imm.S1;R2/=Tra of plane curves
modulo translations. We will show that for these metrics it is possible to blow
up circles to inﬁnity along geodesics in ﬁnite time, making them geodesically
incomplete. Thus a nonvanishing zero or ﬁrst-order term is necessary for geodesic
completeness.
The one-dimensional submanifold consisting of concentric circles, that are
parameterized by constant speed, is a geodesic with respect to the metric,
because Sobolev-type metrics are invariant under the motion group. Let c.t;
/ D r.t/.cos;sin/. Then ct.t;/ D rt.t/.cos;sin/ and jc0.t;/j D r.t/.
Thus
Gc.ct;ct/ D 2
n X
jD2
ajr.t/
1 2jrt.t/
2;
and the length of the curve is
Len
G.c/ D
Z 1
0
v u
u t2
n X
jD2
ajr.t/1 2jrt.t/2dt D
p
2
Z r.1/
r.0/
v u
u t
n X
jD2
aj1 2j d:
Since the integral converges for r.1/ ! 1, it follows that the path consisting of
growing circles can reach inﬁnity with ﬁnite length.
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